
Initial idea? 



THE 
HUMAN 
BRAIN



On average, the human brain has about 100 
billion of neurons. Each neurons fires (on average) 

about 200 times per second. And each neuron 
connects to about 1,000 other neurons.

Let's multiply:

100 billion neurons
x

200 firings per second
x

1,000 connections each
=

20,000,000,000,000,000

20 million billion bits of information move around 
your brain every second.



Researching? 



“I keep losing 
focus and my 

mind is 
preoccupied 
with my own 

thoughts.” 
What's wrong 

with me?



The Neuroscience of Creativity: Why Daydreaming Matters

https://www.americanexpre
ss.com/en-
us/business/trends-and-
insights/articles/the-
neuroscience-of-creativity-
why-daydreaming-matters/

- This article states, we do our best work when our minds are wandering:

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/the-neuroscience-of-creativity-why-daydreaming-matters/


Then came the idea, 

“DOCUMENTING MY THOUGHTS & EMOTIONS!”



Collecting Data;



Research on Data Collection?



The process of emotion begins with a stimulus, 
to which our brain and body processes, and 
then gives us an impulse to react.



Sana Waqar Khan, 



"My practice deals with the notion of Abstraction as a
form of coded language where pictorial (of or expressed 
in pictures) devices like
line, shape, color, size and composition are used to
create meanings and perceptions. I use the strategy of 
repetition to collect data from my everyday life in the 
form of travelling routes, activity and sleep patterns, 
fluctuations in emotional states, exercise and health 
routines. I transform this indexical data into other forms 
of sensory experiences that alter
perception and create a new understanding of the
un-eventful lived experience. I try to capture the 
intangible (not having physical presence) experiences of 
sight, sound, motion, time, memories and emotions 
along with tremors of internal body like a fourth 
dimension, hidden from
our visual perception and conscious awareness.
Though I work with precise recorded information,
I still like to add my intuitive human touch, hence
there is always a combination of logic and chance in
my work."

https://web.facebook.com/svad.bnu.edu/posts/sana-waqar-
khanma-ads-swipe-to-see-more-and-read-her-statement-
belowmy-practice-/2315472378510943/?_rdc=1&_rdr



Zach Liebermen, 



In 2016 I started an experiment of doing daily 
sketches in the form of short animations posted on 
instagram. In these sketches I tried out different 
visual ideas involving geometry, animation, gesture 
and graphic form. I had no idea what to expect but it 
felt like a good new years resolution and nice way to 
experiment with some ideas I had been thinking 
about. I was inspired by folks like Reza Ali who were 
doing daily sketches at the time and thought, I should 
do this.
My step-daughter was having trouble falling asleep by 
herself at the time and so I would hang out in her 
room, read some books and then as she tried to sleep, 
I’d code a sketch and in the morning show it to her. At 
the beginning of the year she was really positive, 
“that’s hypnotizing me!” but after a while she started 
to offer more criticism, “you should try color” or “that 
looks a little too crazy to me” She pushed me in 
different directions. I was happy to show her that art 
making is daily work and small discoveries.

https://medium.com/@zachlieberman/daily-sketches-2016-
28586d8f008e

https://www.instagram.com/zach.lieberman/
https://www.instagram.com/syedrezaali/


These sketches are like diary entries. When I 
think back to a sketch, I sometimes 
remember the specific day, where I was, 
what the temperature was like, what I was 
thinking about at the time. I get nostalgic 
just poking through them. They mark my 
moods and capture all kinds of things in 
them — it’s really surprising.



Golan Levin, 



The Dumpster (2006: Golan Levin, Kamal 
Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg) is an interactive online 
visualization that attempts to depict a slice through 
the romantic lives of American teenagers. Using real 
postings extracted from millions of online blogs, 
visitors to the project can surf through tens of 
thousands of specific romantic relationships in which 
one person has "dumped" another. The project's 
graphical tools reveal the astonishing similarities, 
unique differences, and underlying patterns of these 
failed relationships, providing both peculiarly analytic 
and sympathetically intimate perspectives onto the 
diversity of global romantic pain.

http://www.flong.com/projects/dumpster/

http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/thedumpster/dumpster.shtml
http://www.flong.com/
http://www.kamalnigam.com/
http://www.mrfeinberg.com/


EYE CODE –
INTERACTIVE 
INSTALLATION. 

The trace left by the looking of the 
previous observer looks at the trace 
left by the looking of the previous 
observer. The idea is that its an 
image wholly constructed by its 
previous history of being viewed by 
different people in an installation.

It records eyes and every time 
someone blinks it tracks it. 

“Typing with your eyes.”
Recursive observation system.

https://youtu.be/1G0MzlfMPuM



REMARK –
INTERACTIVE 
INSTALLATION. 

Phonosthesia (Oliver Sax) – The 
extent to which letters are 
associated with shapes!

You see the shadows of your own 
speech. If the system recognizes 
what you’re saying then it spells it 
out and if it doesn’t it creates a 
shape that is phonosthetically
coupled. 



Nathalie Miebach, 



Artist Nathalie Miebach takes weather data from 
massive storms and turns it into elaborate 
visualized sculptures made of wicker and colored 
beads. These sculptures, accurately based on 
weather temperatures, wind speeds, and water 
patterns, then become musical scores for a 
string quartet to play. She uses art and music to 
make data both tactile and audible.

https://www.ted.com/talks/nathalie_miebach?language=en#t-
98539

http://nathaliemiebach.com/statement.html


Aaron Koblin

Aaron Koblin is an artist specializing in data and 
digital technologies. Koblin is best known for his 
innovative use of data visualization and his 
pioneering work in crowdsourcing and 
interactive film. He believes data can make us 
more human. He is famous for his project ‘Flight 
Patterns’ which visualizes every airline flight over 
North America in a 24-hour period.

https://youtu.be/ystkKXzt9Wk

http://www.aaronkoblin.com/


What I have in mind? 

• Emotions + Days
• Emotions + Hours
• Emotions + Music 
• Emotions + Sequence of events 
• Emotions + Geographical
• Emotions + Movement 
• Emotions + SOUNDS
• Emotions + Water
• Emotions + Heartbeat 



Analyzing my collected Data,

• SADNESS (emotion)
• NOSTALGIC (feeling) 
• STRESSED (feeling of nervousness)
• HAPPY (emotion) 
• CONFUSION (feeling) 
• IMPATIENT (feeling)
• CALM (mental state)
• EXHAUSTED (feeling)
• CONFIDENT (feeling)
• ANNOYED (mental state)
• NERVOUS (feeling)
• ANXIOUS ((feeling)
• HOPEFUL  (mental state)
• EXCITED (feeling)
• ANGRY (emotion)

EMOTIONS FEELINGS MENTAL STATE

HAPPINESS NOSTALGIC HOPEFUL

SADNESS STRESSED ANNOYED

ANGER CONFUSION 

IMPATIENCE 

EXHAUSTION 

CONFIDENCE 

ANNOYANCE

NERVOUSNESS 

EXICTEMENT 





Happy sounds are, High pitched, loud & fast 
Sad Sounds are Low pitched, soft & slow
Angry sounds are Low pitched, loud & fast  

Open String is for when I was not feeling anything
Behind this melody will be a constant drum beat 
that will signify TIME.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ia8bhFoqkVE



Chemists always want pure chemicals and a good way is 
to make crystals of them.
When they are in the solution they have a lot of 
impurities. But when they form crystals they create a 
much purer form of chemical and the impurities are left 
in the solution.

You need to give the crystal a nucleus to form around. 

Crystallization,



Sound is 3 dimensional. 
Ripples on the high frequency 
are more densely packed 
together and much smaller. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THUMdTo
hWkI



Music & How It Impacts Your Brain, Emotions

The overall phenomenon still retains a certain level of mystery; the reasons behind the ‘thrill’ of 
listening to music is strongly tied in with various theories based on synesthesia.

When we are born, our brain has not yet differentiated itself into different components for different 
senses – this differentiation occurs much later in life. So as babies, it is theorized that we view the 
world as a large, pulsing combination of colors and sounds and feelings, all melded into one 
experience – ultimate synesthesia. As our brains develop, certain areas become specialized in 
vision, speech, hearing, and so forth.

Professor Daniel Levitin, a neuroscientist and composer, unpacks the mystery of the emotion in 
music by explaining how the brain’s emotional, language and memory centers are connected 
during the processing of music – providing what is essentially a synesthetic experience. The 
extent of this connection is seemingly variable among individuals, which is how certain 
musicians have the ability to create pieces of music which are brimming with emotional quality, 
and others simply cannot.

https://psychcentral.com/lib/music-how-it-impacts-
your-brain-emotions/



How is it possible that something that is basically organized sound can bring us to 
tears, move us, and convey deep emotional messages within its very structure?

• Many theories on mechanisms that stir up emotions described by scientists are familiar to us all, but some are perhaps 
more surprising. For instance, the role of memories in music-evoked emotion is quite a familiar to most people: many 
people have break-up songs - pieces they listened to during that emotional time and that can instantly bring on the 
emotional state experienced during the break-up even at a later time. But did you know that researchers also speculate 
that music may convey emotional information by activating the mirror neuron system?

• MIRROR NEURON SYSTEM: Also emotions are contagious: according to a study, exposure to pictures of facial expressions 
of emotions activated the same facial muscles needed to produce a similar expression and led to reports of experiencing 
similar feelings in the observers. Astonishingly, this happened even if the pictures were shown so quickly that the 
observers didn’t experience a conscious perception of the photo. Putative human mirror neuron system: neurons that 
are active when you produce a certain movement but also when someone else does the same - neurons to which you and 
other people are the same person.

• It sounds quite incredible, but it is possible that emotional expression in music could also be mirrored by the brain and 
then give rise to the corresponding emotional state in the listener. For instance, music could be perceived as sad because 
of the commonalities it has with the prosody of sad speech (low pitch, low volume, slow, dark timbre.



Why is it then that sad music, and the sad feelings that it evokes, are still a 
pleasurable experience for the listener?

• It has been suggested that this could be due to the fact that similar to the endorphins the body releases in response to 
physical pain, emotional pain results in the release of a hormone called prolactin, causing feelings of gratification and 
relaxation. Perhaps the greatest gift of music lies in its capacity allow people to experience emotions without the burden 
of having to experience the life events that lead to them.

• How people experience music depends strongly on the historical context, habits and fashions, as well as on their social 
origins and education.

• When people listen to music together, the group influences the individual listening experience. 

• Music can be used to intensify the “we feeling” and direct a group, but it can also be used to exclude and even torture. 



In a piano the sound is created by a the stings 
vibrating in at particular frequency which then in 
turn vibrate the molecules of the air and produce 
the sound while in a guitar the vibration from the 
string is passed into the hollow body of 
the guitar which then transfers these waves into the 
surroundings and vibrate the molecules of air to 
produce sound. 



Feelings are in no way exclusively internal states 
that unfold independently of people’s environment. 

The external influence flows inwards and is then 
expressed publicly.



Which Comes First, Lyrics Or Music?

Poetry Set To Music
• If you’re of the mindset that to write a good song you must first start with lyrics, chances are you’re a word 

guy or gal. You like words, ideas, themes, etc. And the greatest expression of all three of those things is in 
poetry.

Music With Occasional Words
• If you’re of the mindset that a great song is clearly a piece of music with potential and occasional words that 

are sung, chances are you are a music and rhythm nut. You love riffs, melodies, and inverted chords.

The Concept of Rhythm & Rhyme



“Letting the world around me be my musical 
instrument.”



August Rush 
2007 ‧ Drama/Romance ‧ 1h 54m

“Listen. Can you hear it? The music. I 
can hear it everywhere. In the wind… in 
the air… in the light. It’s all around us. 
All you have to do is open yourself up. 
All you have to do … is listen.”



John Cage 
Silence: Lectures and Writings

"There's no such thing as silence. What 
they thought was silence, because they 
didn't know how to listen, was full of 
accidental sounds."—John Cage

“Which is more musical, a truck passing 
by a factory or a truck
passing by a music school?
Are the people inside the school 
musical and the ones outside 
unmusical?
What if the ones inside can't hear very 
well, would that change my question?”

“There is no such thing as an empty 
space or an empty time. There is always 
something to see, something to hear. In 
fact, try as we may to make a silence, 
we cannot.”

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/751722


Scat Music 

So, what is Scat? Simply put, it's the art 
of singing without lyrics.

The story goes that it was created by 
Louis Armstrong when he recorded a 
version of the song Heebie Jeebies in 
1926. He went beyond the written score 
of the song and performed a brilliant 
array of vocal improvisation, using 
simple syllables.

Scat is not only a technical or 
theoretical feat. The singer must also be 
a performer and convey emotions; they 
must tell a story without relying on 
words.



Emotions & sounds, 

• Happiness - sounds of alot people talking (babies) and laughing like crazy 

• Sadness - sound of windchimes 

• Scared - sound of thunder 

• Nostalgia - sound of the indicator or car  

• Irritated- sound of constant ticking of clock 

• Anger - sound loud thuds 

• Panic - sound of blender 

• Stress - vibration of phone 

• Excited - sound of a lot of birds chirping 

• Confidence - sound of a drum beat 

• Confused - sound of no signal on tv



Sounds that I picked up on a daily basis & creating a sequence,



Visualization of my feelings through Unnatural sounds & 
natural sounds,  

1. Completely Natural - Natural Ambient Sounds around us.  

2. Instrumental - Sounds from an instrument.

3. Electronic - Electronic Dance Music. (Electronic dance music (EDM), also known as dance 

music, club music, or simply dance, is a broad range of percussive electronic music genres made largely 
for nightclubs, raves and festivals. It is generally produced for playback by disc jockeys who create seamless 
selections of tracks, called a mix, by segueing (move without interruption) from one recording to another.
EDM stands for electronic dance music, which is not a particular genre but consists of House, 
Dubstep, Techno, Trance, etc. Sometimes combined with Techno.)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nightclub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_electronic_dance_music_festivals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Record_producer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gapless_playback
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disc_jockey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DJ_mix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Segue


Why did I choose the piano?

The piano allows you to play multiple notes at a time by playing two parts 
simultaneously. This is one of its most unique qualities. You can also produce huge 
impressive volume of sound when required.

So because of this just like our emotions, the piano has many layers to the sound 
that you want it to produce. So layering sound on a piano is much more effective. 



Why did I choose water as a medium?

1. Scientific studies have shown that water is able to respond to human emotion, 
thoughts, & words. It not only has memory but its structure is affected by the 
emotions of people. The water molecules change their position when they 
interact with positive or negative emotions.

2. It is considered to be the universal solvent for many reasons including its 
structural, chemical and physical properties. 

3. It is very versatile & easily accessible. 

4. A personal Connection to it.



Sequence to follow, 

1. Introducing the project – my concept & idea. 

2. Why this concept/idea – why did I choose myself as a subject in my project?

3. Why Sound & Vibrations? – why am I choosing these sounds?

4. How am I executing it? 

• underlining the recurring emotions. 

• studying the data (data analysis)

• identifying certain similarities

• Identifying frequency of emotions 

• Identifying the loud and soft emotions and then their frequency

• Does time effect my emotions 

• Intrinsic & extrinsic factors that effect my emotions

5.     What am I trying to achieve?



Electronic 

Natural  

Instru-
mental  

Create 
Your 
own



Time & Life cannot be ignored so 
to symbolize these two, I have 
used the ticking of the clock & the 
pulse & how they tend to slow 
down when we feel a certain way. 

Ambient Sound. 
(View in “Presentation videos & Sounds” folder)







Final sounds, 

Electronic fully 
controlled Sound
(View in “Presentation videos 
& Sounds” folder)

Instrumental Sound
(View in “Presentation videos & 
Sounds” folder)

Ambient Sounds 
around us.
(View in “Presentation 
videos & Sounds” folder)



What is density?

Density is how much matter is contained within a volume. A dense object weighs more than a less 
dense object that is the same size.

The key difference between density and weight is that weight is a measure of the amount of matter 
in an object, whereas density measures the amount of matter in a unit volume.



Experimentation with other mediums and diff densities?

1. Water, the temperature & density of different liquids and how they react to 
difference in vibrations. And how different density liquids react when put 
together. I used Oil, Alcohol, Water, Dish soup, paints, and food colours. Fabric 
paints too.

2. Sand, how sand reacts to difference in vibrations. 

3. Other solids.



Marbling

Marbling is the process of floating fabric 
paints on the surface of a thick cellulose 
solution (called "size"), somewhat like oil on 
water. The floating paints are swirled into 
patterns.



Why different densities don’t mix?

The density of water is 1.003 kg/m³ and the density of oil 
is 0.930 kg/m³. Therefore the difference in there density 
with respect to water is 0.073 kg/ m³ , which proves that 
water is more denser than oil. So when the oil and water are 
mixed, water sinks and oil floats.



Generation of Sound Waves

Sound waves are generated by any vibrating body. For example, when a violin string vibrates upon
being bowed or plucked, its movement in one direction pushes the molecules of the air before it, 
crowding them together in its path. When it moves back again past its original position and on to    
the other side, it leaves behind it a nearly empty space, i.e., a space with relatively few molecules in
it.

Characteristics of Sound Waves

Sounds are generally audible to the human ear if their frequency (number of vibrations per second)
lies between 20 and 20,000 vibrations per second, but the range varies considerably with the            
individual. Sound waves with frequencies less than those of audible waves are called subsonic;         
those with frequencies above the audible range are called ultrasonic.



Resonance 
i.e, the production of a sound as 
a result of vibration (= shaking) of another object.

First add sand to the plate then 
begin playing a tone. Certain 
frequencies vibrate the metal plate 
in such a way that it creates areas 
where there is no vibration. 
The sand "falls" into those areas, 
creating beautiful geometric 
patterns. As the frequency 
increases in pitch the patterns 
become more complex.



What are Binaural Beats?

The science behind binaural beats occurs naturally in the brain. A different sound (tone) frequency 
is sent to the left and right ears through headphones.

Upon hearing the two different frequencies, the brain responds by interpreting the two different 
frequencies as one consistent, rhythmic sound frequency, known as a binaural beat(s).

The resulting frequency that the brain interprets and subsequently follows along to (entrained), 
represents the mathematical difference between the two frequencies of the left and right tones 
that were initially sent to the left and right ears.

This is known as ‘Frequency Following Response' (FFR), a naturally occurring science that has been 
around for centuries.

An auditory "frequency-following response" is defined as a brain-wave (EEG) frequency response that 
corresponds to the frequency of an auditory stimulus (Smith, Marsh, & Brown 1975).



Characteristics of Musical Sounds

Musical sounds are distinguished from noises in that they are composed of regular, uniform vibrations, while
noises are irregular and disordered vibrations.

One musical tone is distinguished from another on the basis of pitch, intensity, or loudness, and quality, or
timbre.

Pitch describes how high or low a tone is and depends upon the rapidity with which a sounding body vibrates
, i.e., upon the frequency of vibration. The higher the frequency of vibration, the higher the tone; the pitch of
a siren gets higher and higher as the frequency of vibration increases.

The apparent change in the pitch of a sound as a source approaches or moves away from an observer is describ
ed by the Doppler effect.

The intensity or loudness of a sound depends upon the extent to which the sounding body vibrates, i.e., the 
amplitude of vibration. A sound is louder as the amplitude of vibration is greater, and the intensity decreases
as the distance from the source increases. Loudness is measured in units called decibels.

The sound waves given off by different vibrating bodies differ in quality, or timbre. A note from a saxophone,
for instance, differs from a note of the same pitch and intensity produced by a violin or a xylophone. 
Quality is dependent on the number and relative intensity of overtones produced by the vibrating body, 
and these in turn depend upon the nature of the vibrating body.



What is Ambisonic Audio? 

Ambisonics is a method for recording, mixing and playing back three-dimensional 360-degree audio. 
It was invented in the 1970s but was never commercially adopted until recently with the 
development of the VR industry which requires 360° audio solutions.

The basic approach of Ambisonics is to treat an audio scene as a full 360-degree sphere of sound 
coming from different directions around a center point. The center point is where the microphone 
is placed while recording, or where the listener’s ‘sweet spot’ is located while playing back.

Traditional surround formats can provide good imaging when static; but as the sound field rotates, 
the sound tends to ‘jump’ from one speaker to another.



Jaltrang

The Jal Tarang is a melodic percussion 
instrument which originates from the 
Indian subcontinent. It consists of a set 
of ceramic or metal bowls filled 
with water. The bowls are played by 
striking the edge with beaters, one in 
each hand.



Reshooting the Video with the professional setup;



Footage collected,



How to transfer the ripples onto a larger surface? 



Experimentation with the 
set up, 

Play video “Set 
up Video”

(View in “Presentation videos & Sounds” 
folder)



Experimentation with other medium with this setup, 

Play video “Other 
Medium Video”

(View in “Presentation videos & Sounds” 
folder)



Play video “Set 
up 1 & 2”

(View in “Presentation 
videos & Sounds” folder)





Making a big version of my 
graph with glow in the dark 
paint.



Experimentation with chemicals with this setup, 

Play videos 
“Chemical 
Video”

(View in “Presentation 
videos & Sounds” 
folder)




